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a b s t r a c t

Thehigh surface/volumeratio andmechanical stabilityunder cyclic strainmakespolycrystallineNieMneGa
metallic foams attractive for magnetic refrigeration. By means of comparison with a polycrystalline bulk
material, we have demonstrated that the porous structure of Ni54.8Mn20.2Ga25.0 open-cells metallic foams
(porosity varying between44% and58%) reduces the temperature spanof the phase transition and increases
the magnetocaloric effect (MCE). MCE was investigated using calorimetry in a magnetic field. Temperature
scan and isothermal experiments have shown a 0.8 K T�1 shift of the phase transition temperature and
a maximum irreversible entropy change of 2.5 Jkg�1 K�1. The results indicate that metallic foams can
represent a good approach for enhancing field induced phase transitions in magnetic refrigeration
applications.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recently, an enhanced magnetocaloric effect was observed
among magnetic materials presenting a first-order magnetic phase
transition. In this case, the latent heat of the phase transition
contributes to the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) [1]. Examples are:
Gd2(Si,Ge)4 [2]; La(Fe,Si)13 [3]; MnAs [4]; (Mn,Fe)2(P,Ge) [5] and
alloys of the Heusler family including Ni2Mn(Ga,Sb,In,Sn) [6]. In
these materials, a magnetic field shifts the equilibrium of the two
phases, inducing the growth of the magnetic phase at the expenses
of the non-magnetic phase.

Some of the prototypes for magnetic cooling devices are based
on the Active Magnetic Regenerative Refrigeration (AMRR) cycle [7]
in which the magnetic regenerating material exchanges heat with
a fluid which is alternatively flowing to the hot and to the cold
thermal baths. In order to improve the thermal contact between the
fluid and the regenerating material, one has to increase the surface
to volume ratio. This is generally done by shaping the materials
in the form of thin foils or small spheres [8]. Furthermore, in
a refrigerating device the material is cycled between the two
phases and subjected to several phase transitions that are normally
accompanied by large changes of the lattice parameters including
þ39 0113919834.
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isotropic volume changes of the unit cell (e.g. La(FeSi)13 exhibits
a 1% volume expansion) or very large anisotropic lattice strains and
symmetry changes of the unit cell (Ni2MnGa undergoes a cubic to
tetragonal phase transition with Bain strains of the order of 6% [9]).
Under thermal cycling these strains introduce cracks which can
fracture the active material even after a few cycles between the two
structural phases [10].

In this work, we investigate magnetocaloric properties and
details of the phase transition of a NieMneGa metallic foam
prepared by replication casting [11] which may offer a solution to
the two issues mentioned above. The open porosity allows a fluid to
percolate through, making them attractive for magnetic refrigera-
tion because of their high surface to volume ratio. An additional
benefit is that foaming reduces the constraints imposed by grain
boundaries, thus enhancing the magneto-strain performances of
polycrystal samples [11] without any cracking or serious reduction
in the magnetoelastic performances, even after thousands of
magnetic-field-induced deformation cycles.

Ni2MnGa martensitic alloy is a multifunctional material where
a magnetic field can induce large strains, connected to a structural
phase growth ormartensitic variant reorientation [12,13], as well as
a magnetocaloric effect [14,15]. According to the phase diagram of
the Ni50þxMn25�xGa25 off-stoichiometric composition where Mn is
partially substituted by an excess of Ni, the curie temperature and
the martensitic phase transition coincide in the small range where
x varies between 4.5 and 5 at % [16]. For this range of compositions,
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the specific heat without magnetic field of foamed
samples A-B-C (solid lines) and bulk (dashed line). The arrows identify the heating and
cooling curves.
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the structural phase transition occurs between a low-temperature
ferromagnetic-martensite phase and a high-temperature para-
magnetic-austenite phase.

In the present paper we investigate Ni54.8Mn20.2Ga25.0 metallic
foams with a 45e54% open porosity which allows for percolation of
a fluid through the material. The composition was chosen in the
range where structural and magnetic phase transition coincide and
the magnetocaloric effect is potentially large [15]. The MCE is
compared with that of a bulk polycrystal with the same composi-
tion. Magnetocaloric properties are investigated by a differential
calorimeter operating under a magnetic field and able to measure
either specific heat, cpðT ;HÞ, under constant magnetic field, H, or
isothermal entropy change, DsðH; TÞ, induced by changing the
magnetic field [17]. The magnetocaloric characterization shows
that the different porosities investigated here have a small effect on
the MCE but, with respect to bulk polycrystal, foams show
a substantial enhancement of the MCE and a completely different
evolution of the phase transition. This confirms and extends the
general improvement in magnetic-field-induced strain achieved in
foams by removing the constrains due to the grain boundaries.

2. Experimental

Three polycrystalline NieMneGa foam samples (A-B-C) with
open porosities of 44, 48 and 58%, respectively, were produced by
replication casting, using spherical sodium aluminate powders
(350e500 mm), as previously described [11]. The average compo-
sition of all the three samples is Ni54:80�0:21Mn20:15�0:03Ga25:06�0:23
and was determined simultaneously using a Hitachi S3400 N-II
scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an integrated
Oxford EDS system, keeping instrument parameters (accelerating
voltage, probe current, working distance) constant. A control bulk
sample with identical compositionwas cast from the same batch of
pure materials (99%Ni, 99%Mn, 99%Ga). The samples were cut into
5� 5�1mm3 specimens fitting into the calorimeter sensor. At this
composition, the Curie temperature is expected to coincide with
the martensite-to-austenite phase transition temperature so that
the material transforms between ferromagnetic-martensite and
paramagnetic-austenite phases [16,15]. The characterization of the
magnetocaloric effect can be performed by determining the specific
entropy sðH; TÞ as a function of temperature andmagnetic field. The
entropy is given by integration of specific heat under different
constant magnetic field, cpðH; TÞ ¼ Tds=dT . The differential calo-
rimeter used here operates in a magentic field under either
temperature scanning or isothermal conditions and therefore
allows to measure both the specific heat under a constant magnetic
field and the isothermal entropy change induced by a magnetic
field. Miniaturized thermoelectric Peltier cells are employed as heat
flux sensors (RMT 1MD04-031-12, size 5 � 5 � 2.3 mm3), with
a resolution of about 1mW . The calorimeter operates in the
temperature range 240e365 K. After a calibration procedure, the
calorimeter gives the heat flux exchanged between the sample and
the thermal bath, qs, at the temperature Tb. As presented in refer-
ence [17], by studying the problem of heat diffusion in the calo-
rimeter, we have found expressions for: i) qs corrected for the
intrinsic kinetics of the sensing cells due to their heat capacity
(introducing a characteristic time constant); ii) the temperature Ts
of the sample which systematically lags or anticipates Tb. The setup
is placed in the gap of an electromagnet and characterization was
carried out at a maximum field of m0H ¼ 1:2 T. The magnetic field
was oriented parallel to the largest face of the sample. The
temperature of the thermal bath is digitally controlled and there-
fore it is possible to perform measurements at well defined scan-
ning rate (up to almost 15 K/min) or under isothermal condition at
a very low level of thermal fluctuations (within 10 mK). For all the
samples, qs was determined either at a temperature scan rate of
0.1 K s�1 (6 K/min) or under `constant temperature’-`varying
magnetic field’, with

dH
dt

z13 mT s�1. From temperature scanning
experiments, the specific heat cpðT ;HÞ was determined from
qsðT;HÞ:

cpðT ;HÞ ¼ 1
m

qsðT;HÞ
_Ts

: (1)

Specific entropy curves, sðT;HÞ were obtained by integrating
cpðT;HÞ=T . When the phase transition is not affected by hysteresis,
the isothermal entropy change, DsHðTÞ, and the adiabatic temper-
ature change, DTsðHÞ, due to the magnetic field, can be estimated
from the entropy curves performed at constant magnetic field.
When hysteresis is present in the phase transition, this is partially
true because DsHðTÞ and DTsðHÞ will depend not only on the
temperature of measurement but also from its previous history. For
these reasons, we have compared the DsHðTÞ, as can be computed
by subtracting the entropy curves for each T value, with isothermal
measurements of the entropy change induced by magnetic field as
can be obtained from qsðH; TÞ by the formula:

DsHðTÞ ¼ 1
m

Zt1

t0

qsðT ;HÞ
Ts

dt; (2)

where the integration limits (t0 and t1) are set in order to sum up all
the heat flux connected to the application and, eventually, removal
of themagnetic field. In the next section, wewill show, by analyzing
the isothermal measurements, that the largest isothermal entropy
change predicted by the isothermal difference of entropy curves
can be achieved only following a specific sequence of temperature
variation and magnetic field exposure.

3. Results and discussion

The curves of cpðTÞ at zero magnetic field (Fig. 1) show that the
martensitic phase transition is widely distributed over a tempera-
ture range of approximately 60 K. The spread of the phase transi-
tion is in contrast to the single crystals studied in [15] and is likely
due to the disorder introduced by the polycrystalline structure of
the samples, which hinders the phase transition evolution. Never-
theless, the metallic foams have a narrower phase transition, with
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respect to the polycrystalline bulk material, and higher cp peaks
which increase with the porosity level. This picture corresponds to
the fact that the phase transition is less hindered in the metallic
foams because there are less grain boundaries pinning the phase
interfaces.

The specific heat of martensite and austenite just below
and above the phase transition are cMp z420 Jkg�1K�1 and
cApz350 Jkg�1K�1, respectively. By integrating the cp curves (Fig. 1),
the specific entropy curves ðsðTÞ � s0Þwere obtainedwhere s0 is the
entropy at the beginning of the integration. In Fig. 2, the specific
entropies of the sample C and that of the bulk sample are
compared.

The entropy of the bulk sample has a smaller slope, as can be
predicted from the shape of its cp vs. T curve, nevertheless, the total
specific entropy change due to the martensitic phase transition is
conserved. In order to evaluate the entropy change between the
two phases, we have assumed a constant value for the specific heat
of martensite and austenite in the 100 K temperature interval
analyzed. With this assumption the specific entropy of each phase
is a logarithmic function,

siðTÞ ¼ cipln
�
T
T0

�
þ Dsi0; (3)

where T0 ¼ 270 K is the temperature at which we start to integrate
the specific heat curves, i ¼ M or A for martensite or austenite,
respectively, and Dsi0 ¼ ðsi0ðT0Þ � sM0 ðT0ÞÞ is equal to zero for i ¼ M
and to the difference between the entropy of the two phases at T0
for i ¼ M Introducing into Eq. (3) the values of specific heat
mentioned above, as depicted in Fig. 2, it is possible to evaluate an
entropy change of 27.1 Jkg�1 K�1 at 330 K, in the middle of the
martensite-to-austenite phase transition. This value compares to
Fig. 2. Specific entropy for the samples C and bulk obtained integrating the specific
heat of Fig. 1. Dashed lines are the logarithmic analytical curves of the specific entropy
for the single phases, austenite (A) and martensite (M), achieved by assuming
a constant specific heat for the single phases: siðTÞ ¼ ciplnð

T
T0

Þ � Dsi0, where T0 ¼ 270 K
is the temperature at which we start integrating the specific heat, i ¼ M or A and
Dsi0 ¼ ðsi0ðT0Þ � sM0 ðT0ÞÞ is the difference between the entropy of the two phases and
the entropy of martensite at T0. The values used for the parameters are:
cAp ¼ 350 Jkg�1K�1; DsA0 ¼ 0 Jkg�1K�1; cMp ¼ 410Jkg�1K�1; DsM0 ¼ 48 Jkg�1K�1. The
thicker solid line at the bottom of the figure is the difference between the logarithmic
curves and represents the total entropy change between the two phases vs. temper-
ature. At 330 K, in the middle of the M-A phase transition, the entropy change is about
27.1 Jkg�1 K�1. In the figure also the start and finish martensitic phase transition
temperatures have been roughly estimated by taking them as the temperatures at
which 10% and 90% of the phase is transformed: Asz319:2 K; Afz340:2 K;
Msz334:3 K; Mfz311:6 K.
the entropy change of single crystal with a similar composition [15]
and other Heusler alloys [18e20]. Specific entropy curves were also
used to estimate the characteristic temperatures of the phase
transition, as reported in the caption of Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the specific
entropy of the foamed sample C under a magnetic field
m0H ¼ 1:2 T and without magnetic field are compared.

The specific entropy was obtained by integrating the specific
heat over T shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The application of the
magnetic field shifts the cpðT ;HÞ and sðT ;HÞ curves to higher
temperatures, demonstrating that magnetic field stabilizes the
ferromagnetic-martensite phase. This shift is 0.8 KT�1, equaling
that reported by other authors for single crystals with similar
compositions [14]. For all the porous samples, we have achieved
similar results. In principle, by subtracting the curve obtained
without magnetic field, sðT;0Þ, from that achieved under magnetic
field H, sðT;HÞ, we can compute the isothermal entropy change
induced by the magnetic field H, DsHðTÞ ¼ sðT;HÞ � sðT ;0Þ. We
have reported isothermal entropy change computed with this
method (solid lines) for the sample “C” in Fig. 4. The negative values
of the curves imply a direct magnetocaloric effect where the
magnetic field reduces the entropy. Under a 1.2 T maximum
magnetic field, the peaks (heating and cooling) of DsHðTÞ have a full
width at half maximum of about 15 K. The other porous samples
give very similar results, with small differences in the maximum
entropy change.

In order to interpret these curves, in Fig. 4, we have also reported
isothermal entropy change measurements performed with our
calorimeter (Eq. (2)) for a change of the magnetic field from 0 T to
1.2 T. As already discussed in [21], the total isothermal entropy
change that can be achieved in a material presenting an hysteretic
first ordermagneto-structural phase transition depends strongly on
the sequence of the applied temperature and magnetic field
changes. In particular, the entropy change is larger when tempera-
ture and magnetic field act concordantly on the phase transition. In
our case, martensite is the ferromagnetic phase and is stabilized or
furthered by the application of amagneticfield. Thereforeweexpect
that, during cooling from austenite, the application of the magnetic
field is more effective on the growth of the martensite phase and
therefore the entropychange is larger,whereas, duringheating from
the martensite phase, the same effect is achieved by removing
a previously applied magnetic field. The isothermal
Fig. 3. Specific entropy of sample C around the phase transition measured with
(dashed line) and without the magnetic field (solid line). Inset - Specific heat of sample
C measured with (dashed line) and without the magnetic field (solid line).



Fig. 4. Solid lines - DsHðTÞ computed from the entropy curves of Fig. 3 for the sample C
by subtraction DsHðTÞ ¼ sðT;HÞ � sðT ;0Þ. Dash-dot lines -DsHðTÞ for bulk sample
obtained from entropy subtraction. Full symbols - Isothermal measurements of DsHðTÞ
for the foamed sample C obtained by: red-dots - using the hr protocol; blue-square -
using the ca protocol. Open symbols - reversible isothermal entropy change of the
foamed sample C obtained cycling the magnetic field after the hr protocol (circles) and
the cr protocol (square). Dashed lines - Guide for the eyes connecting open symbols.
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measurements have been performed following two distinct
measurement protocols: protocol ca (cooling-applying field) where
austenite phase is obtained by heating to a sufficiently high-
temperature and then the temperature is decreased down to the
measurement temperature,T0, then themagneticfield is applied at a
rate of 13 mT/s; protocol hr (heating-removing field) where temper-
ature is decreased to a value sufficient to have onlymartensite in the
sample, the fullmagneticfield is applied and then the temperature is
increased to themeasuring temperature, T0, then themagnetic field
is removed at a rate of 13 mT/s. After each protocol, the magnetic
field has been cycled in order to measure the reversible entropy
change. The first change of the magnetic field produces a larger
entropy change which follow the solid curves (for foam C, Fig. 4)
obtained by the temperature scan method. On the other hand, the
reversible entropy change is lower because of the hysteresis in the
phase transition. Nevertheless, the small hysteresis in the reversible
behavior (two peaks are visible in the dashed lines used simply as
guides for the eyes in Fig. 4) is showing that the magnetic field is
likely still inducing a reversible change in the phase fraction at each
cycle and the reversible entropy change is not only due to the
contribute of the conventional magnetocaloric effect. In Fig. 4, we
have also compared the entropy change for the bulk sample with
that of the sample C, taken as representative of the three porous
samples. It is noteworthy that the entropy change for the foam is
doubledwith respect to that of the bulk sample. This result is a direct
consequence of porosity on the evolution of the phase transition, as
evidenced by the comparison between the bulk and foamed
samples in Figs. 1 and 2. In particular, the bulk sample shows
a smaller peak of the cpðTÞ (Fig.1) and amore slanted hysteresis loop
of the specific entropy (Fig. 2). Both these behaviors denote a more
hindered phase transition in the bulk than in the porous material.
Together with the fact that the isothermal entropy change is con-
nected to the field induced phase shift of the phase transition
temperatures (see Fig. 3 and the method for evaluating entropy
change from that curves) and that the magnitude of this shift is
equal in bulk and porous samples, we deduce that a smaller slope of
the entropy curvewill lead to a lower entropy change. Therefore, the
larger entropy change in porous samples is connected to the
facilitated phase transition. The martensite phase transition
involves strain and volume mismatches at the boundaries between
different structural phases that must be accommodated. Analo-
gously to the effect of pores size on the incompatibilities between
twinned grains, which enhances the magnetic-field-induced strain
in magnetic shape memory alloys [11,22], the presence of pores
enhances the phase transition evolution,which lead to a largerMCE.

4. Conclusions

We have analyzed, by means of calorimetry in a magnetic field,
the phase transition evolution and the magnetocaloric effect of
metallic foams with composition Ni54.8Mn20.2Ga25.0. The magnetic-
field-induced positive shift of 0.8 K T�1 of the phase transition is in
agreement with values of bulk alloys with similar compositions.
Comparing polycrystalline bulk material and the metallic foams
demonstrates that the porosity has a general beneficial impact on
the phase transition evolution. In particular, a two fold increase of
the field induced entropy change (magnetocaloric effect) was
observed, as well as a narrowing of the phase transition (Fig. 2).
This fact is in agreement with previous observations that the field
induced strain in NieMneGa foams of different composition is
strongly enhanced by porosity. The presence of pores between
material grains enables the deformation of polycrystals under the
field induced motion of twin boundaries and a magnetic-field-
induced strain comparable to single crystals was observed [11]. In
the case of the structural phase transition, the strains and volume
changes at lattice level is better accommodated in the presence of
pores which reduce the incompatibility between neighboring
grains. The different degrees of porosity investigated (between 44%
and 58%) have not introduced significant differences in the mag-
netocaloric effect. The general interpretation, where hysteresis
introduces a dependence of the field induced entropy change from
the history of the applied temperature andmagnetic field, has been
confirmed and therefore the available entropy change, as can be
computed from temperature scan measurements, is obtained only
following the right experimental protocol where temperature and
magnetic field act concordantly on the phase transition (heating-
removing magnetic field or cooling-applying magnetic field). In
addition to the benefits on the magnetocaloric applications intro-
duced by materials in the form of open-cell foams such as their
resistance under cyclic deformations and their large surface/
volume ratio, this work shows that introduction of porosity is
a promising method for reducing mismatch stresses in magneto-
structural phase transitions, usually introducing large deforma-
tions of the grains, and therefore increasing the magnetocaloric
response.
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